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The global nature of the Internet, the wide geographic distribution of its users and the
diverse character of its contents leads many policy-makers to believe that activity in
cyberspace is beyond the regulation and control of any single state. With specific
reference to China, former United States President Bill Clinton once compared
controlling the Internet with ‘trying to nail Jello to the wall’.1 China’s own President,
Jiang Zemin, drew attention to the dangers of spreading ‘unhealthy’ information and
appealed to the international community to develop common mechanisms for ‘safe
information management’ when he gave a speech at an international computer
conference in Beijing in August 2000. Editorials in the People’s Daily speak of
‘hostile’ forces at home and abroad trying to infiltrate the country via the Internet.2

In light of such apprehensions, it is somewhat ironic that the rapid growth of the
Internet in China would not have been possible without the support of the country’s
political leaders, who stress the importance of ICTs and especially the Internet for
future economic development and integration into the global economy.3 The
leadership has even gone so far as to mobilise the Internet for political purposes
through projects such as ‘Government Online’, initiated in 1999 to enhance the
presence of ministries, administrative units and local government in cyberspace,
furthering transparency and accountability by making more information accessible to
citizens, and fighting corruption and fraud.4 The Internet portal Netease, which
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operates in Chinese and English, won several awards for an advertising campaign that
it ran on Chinese television in the autumn of 2000 under the slogan ‘Power to the
people’.5

This chapter will attempt to unravel this apparent paradox of a Chinese party-state
that encourages the spread of the Internet on the one hand, while believing that it can
monitor and censor those aspects of activity in cyberspace that it sees as destabilising,
dangerous or ‘unhealthy’ on the other. To do so, it is necessary to look at the ways in
which the party-state mobilises its own resources and co-opts the support of voluntary
or involuntary collaborators to make the final outcome of the presumed battle between
ICTs and the authoritarian state less predictable than Bill Clinton’s comparison with
jello suggests. If such efforts can be seen to be in any way successful, then the belief
that electronic communication over the Internet cannot be subjected to political
control has to be called into question.

THE REGULABILITY OF THE INTERNET

Regulation of the Internet is an issue that has been widely discussed in authoritarian
and liberal-democratic states alike, centring on the two questions of whether it is
necessary on the one hand and technically possible on the other. While there do exist
radical proponents of ‘digital libertarianism’ who advocate unrestrained freedom of
activity on the Internet,6 it would be hard to find any government in the world that
does not see the necessity of regulating certain aspects of electronic communication.
While the emphasis does of course differ, all governments accept the need to regulate
when ICTs threaten their traditional role of maintaining state sovereignty by
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preserving a tax base in the face of cross-border e-commerce, ensuring the security of
sensitive data, and preventing cyber crime. Even liberal-democratic states tend to
accept the need for control when it comes to issues like the dissemination of (child)
pornography, racism, the instigation of violence, rightist extremism, and hate speech.
It is hardly surprising, then, that laws to regulate activity in cyberspace have been
drafted and passed in just about every country. Needless to say, the terrorist attacks on
New York and Washington that occurred on 11 September 2001 have given a new
urgency to the debate on ‘civil liberties versus national security’ throughout the
world.7

Whether such regulation is technically effective, however, is another question,
especially given the changing nature of the Internet under the impact of
commercialisation. Although commercialisation does lead to ever more complex
architecture and wider connectivity on the one hand, it also creates new possibilities
for monitoring the activities of users and revealing their identity on the other. Socalled ‘geo-location programmes’, for example, make it possible to locate users
geographically by linking IP-addresses to countries, cities and postcodes.8 The
motives behind such developments are complex, including the growing need to be
able to enforce the laws of a particular jurisdiction, target advertising, or ensure that a
Website pops up in the right language.9

In light of the changes in Internet technology under the impact of commercialisation,
a number of observers have begun to develop theories that cast doubt on the assertion
that there is something inherent in the nature of the Internet that puts it beyond the
control of the state. Lawrence Lessig,10 for example, identifies four elements that
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explain the possibility of shaping behaviour in cyberspace, namely regulations, social
norms, the market and the architecture of the Internet itself. It is the nature of the last
of these factors, the combination of hardware and software that Lessig calls ‘code’,
that is especially important to grasp if we are to understand the degree of political
choice available to states when it comes to controlling the Internet. As Lessig
explains, when you go into cyberspace you find some places where you need to enter
a password to gain access (online services such as AOL, for example), and others
where you do not need to be identified. Sometimes the transactions that you enter into
leave traces that link them back to you. In some places you can have privacy through
the use encryption, while in others this is not an option. All such features are set by
the code writers, and can be used to constrain some behaviour by making other
behaviour possible or impossible. It is thus the code that embeds certain values or
makes certain values impossible. In this sense, code is a kind of regulation, in just the
same way that the architectures of real-space codes are a kind of regulation.11

It is important to note that Lessig does not deny that there will always be ways to
circumvent the constraints imposed by architecture. His point, however, is that we
cannot conclude that effective control is impossible only because complete control is
not, any more than the fact that a particular lock can be picked or broken does not
prove the total uselessness of locks in general.12 To find out how cyberspace is
regulated, therefore, we need to discover how the code regulates, who the code writers
are, and who controls the code writers.13 From this, it follows that any investigation
into the nature of Internet control must extend to the ways in which governments are
able to indirectly regulate the Internet by directly regulating intermediary actors like
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Internet Content Providers (ICPs).14
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James Boyle, too,15 has drawn attention to the ways in which states can regulate the
Internet through a combination of privatised methods of enforcement and statesponsored technologies by appealing to the theories of Michel Foucault concerning
the subtle private, informal and material forms of coercion that are enforced through
‘surveillance’ and ‘discipline’.16 Such a vision is illustrated by the concept of the
Panopticon, a prison in which every cell has a window facing a central tower from
which an unseen warden just might be watching what any individual prisoner does at
any time. The prisoner thus has to act as if he is under constant surveillance all the
time, even though such surveillance is not physically possible for the single warden.
By applying such a model to the kinds of technologies that are being built into the
Internet, Boyle argues that effective censorship has indeed become possible.

Take common measures adopted in liberal-democratic states to enable individual
Internet users or ISPs to shield people from undesirable content, such as software used
to stop children from gaining access to pornographic Websites. SurfWatch,
CyberPatrol, NetNanny or CyberSitter, for example, all contain lists with Internet
addresses of ‘forbidden’ Websites and filters to block access when specific words or
phrases are detected. Such activity, moreover, is encrypted and thus invisible to the
user. Similarly, under the system of self-description known as ‘Platform for Internet
Content Selection’ (PICS), suppliers can build specific information into Websites
containing details such as the age group for which specific content is recommended.
However, as Boyle argues, the very fact that such systems are claimed to be ‘value
neutral’ means that their political impact will depend on who is using them, because
‘The third party filtering site could be the Christian Coalition, the National
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Organization for Women or the Society for Protecting the Manifest Truths of
Zoroastrianism’.17

It is important to realise that such technical solutions enable states to enlist private or
commercial parties to carry out tasks that the state itself is either not allowed to carry
out for constitutional reasons, or is unable to carry out due to its limited capacities. In
fact, commercial ISPs and ICPs are far more susceptible to pressures from states in
this respect than are individual Internet users, because they are not so able to operate
independently of a geographical base or a real identity. When, for example, ISPs are
made legally liable for any copyright infringements committed by their customers,
they have to respond by erecting ‘digital fences’ to prevent unauthorised copying.
Similarly, if encryption technology that is developed to enable activities such as
online banking might also enable dissidents and human rights organisations to
communicate free from state surveillance, states can still normally justify legislation
allowing them to gain access to electronic communications on the grounds that
encryption can also be used to organise criminal activities.18

The kinds of developments indicated by writers like Lessig and Boyle should, then, be
taken as warnings that the exercise of state power and control in cyberspace is not
always easy to recognize. The methods used by states often appear to be ‘natural’ and
integral parts of electronic communication media themselves, which they do not
necessarily have to be. It is certainly premature to write off the ability of states to
bring the Internet under control, when efforts to regulate and control cyberspace have
been going on in practically every country, and governments have found allies in the
form of commercial enterprises developing appropriate technologies. As Qiu points
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out, from a global perspective, the kinds of measures imposed by the Chinese
government to achieve ‘virtual censorship’ are not so special, reflecting as they do
‘the emerging attempts of legislatures, governments and various administrative organs
worldwide to incorporate the cyberspace into their sphere of jurisdiction’.19 In this
light, it is important that we take into account the complex relationships that exist
between the kinds of factors of control listed by Lessig and Boyle in any attempt to
understand how the Chinese state censors the Internet.

NATIONAL REGULATIONS

While regulation of the Internet in China is partly based on laws that pre-dated its
existence, a series of specific regulations has also been introduced,20 probably
encouraged by the approach of WTO accession. Despite the ongoing streamlining of
the state apparatus, formulating this mass of regulations has involved a confusing
number of ministries and administrative units.21 Many are intended to benefit Internet
users, such as measures protecting consumers by governing online trading in
pharmaceuticals and online educational services, or upholding intellectual property
rights and individual privacy. In this respect, regulation in China is not so different
from that found in other countries, and such provisions cannot be exclusively
interpreted as efforts to stamp out political dissent.

More directly related to questions of control and censorship, however, are various
provisions that were included in a raft of regulations that was introduced in the year
2000 to govern telecommunications and the publication of news and electronic
information on the Internet. These will be listed below under the categories of
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‘forbidden contents’, ‘restrictions on the distribution of news’, ‘licenses’, ‘storage of
user data’, ‘surveillance’, ‘judicial liability’, and ‘penalties’:

1. Forbidden contents: Since the list of contents that are banned from distribution or
electronic publication gives a full overview of the government’s targets in
controlling cyberspace, it is worth citing this in its entirety:

Any information that involves the following is forbidden:

(1) Contradicts the principles defined in the constitution [of the PRC].
(2) Endangers national security, discloses state secrets, subverts the
government, destroys the unity of the country.
(3) Damages the honour and the interests of the State.
(4) Instigates ethnic hatred or ethnic discrimination, destroys the unity
of [China’s] nationalities.
(5) Has negative effects on the State’s policy on religion, propagates
evil cults or feudal superstition.
(6) Disseminates rumours, disturbs social order, undermines social
stability.
(7) Spreads lewdness, pornography, gambling, violence, murder, terror
or instigates crime.
(8) Offends or defames other people, infringes upon the rights and
interests of other people.
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(9) Other contents that are forbidden by law or administrative
regulations.22

It should be noted that this catalogue of prohibited contents is not new. In a slightly
more general form, it can be found in the regulations for the publishing industry
issued in 1997.23 Since contents banned on the Internet are nearly identical with
those prohibited in other media, it can be concluded that the Internet and electronic
information services are basically treated like other means of publication.

2. Restrictions on the distribution of news: In principle, the regulations prohibit the
distribution of news through the Internet, unless this news has either been
published on the Internet by the official state-owned media or the news
departments of state institutions themselves, or has already been published by
authorised media in another form. If a pure Internet portal wants to publish news
via the Internet, it not only has to fulfil specific requirements (such as a
professional editorial board, sufficient financial means and technical equipment),
but also has to enter into a formal co-operation with one of the state-authorised
media. The co-operation agreements have to be filed with the authorities in charge.
The source and date of any published news has to be cited in each case. As for the
question of whether Internet portals can publish news and articles by their own
journalists, contradictory statements were made prior to the regulations and there is
still a lack of clarity over this.24 With respect to links to foreign news sites or the
publication of news taken from foreign media – some portals had signed
agreements with foreign information services like Dow Jones and others – the
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regulations stipulate (§ 14) that the prior consent of the Information Office of the
State Council is necessary.

The way in which these rules try to kill two birds with one stone should be noted.
On the one hand, they have a political or ideological purpose of containing and
directing the proliferation of news material into relatively manageable channels.
On the other hand, they aim at securing the economic interests of the official media
vis-à-vis pure Internet portals operating in Chinese, such as Sina, Netease or Sohu,
which have become very popular due to their early Web presence and timely and
attractively presented news services. Faced by such competition, ‘traditional’ stateowned media such as People’s Daily and the Xinhua (New China) news agency
formed an interest group as early as 1999. Pointing to the risks created by allowing
the Internet portals too much freedom, they protested and appealed for official
support from the State to improve their own Web presence. Fighting news piracy
was one of the main issues on their agenda.25 In order to strengthen the competitive
position of such official organs, the State Council granted special funds (USD 121
million) to the most influential among them for launching and improving their own
Internet presence.26 One of the tasks of the ‘Management Office for Internet
Information’ (Guowuyuan Xinwen Bangongshi Wangluo Xinwen Guanliju)
established in April 2000 under the Information Office of the State Council, is to
improve the online presence of such media.27 There is thus a tight relationship
between the economic and ideological dimensions of the regulations, since
strengthening the presence of the state-owned media also helps to ensure that the
supply of Internet news content is in line with what the state wants.
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3. Licenses: Comprehensive and detailed rules on licenses force providers of Internet
services to apply for a range of special permits. These have to be obtained from
different authorities, with a separate licence necessary for each category of service.
The official registration numbers have to be displayed clearly on the Website in
question. It is not permitted to expand the business activity covered by such a
licence without prior consent. All Internet cafés have to register with the local
Public Security Bureau. Moreover, by requiring businesses to meet certain
preconditions in terms of personnel, financial and technical equipment, market
entry costs have been raised in ways that leave smaller independent Internet
companies that have no official backing in a disadvantageous position compared to
the big players. In this way, the ‘market’ (according to Lessig’s categorisation) is
brought into play in a legal way as a restrictive factor.

4. Storage of user data: ISPs are required to store all user data. This does not only
include the registration or customer number of the user, but also which telephone
number is used for logging on, which Web addresses or domains are visited during
the session and for how long. The data has to be stored for sixty days and be
disclosed to the authorities on request. Providers of electronic information services,
such as ICPs offering BBS (bulletin board service), chat room and discussion
forum services, have to store all contributions published on the Internet, including
time of publication and Web address or domain name, and keep such data for sixty
days. Postings from users that violate any of the rules on banned contents have to
be deleted from the Internet immediately. At the same time, however, they have to
be locally stored and reported back to the authorities.28
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5. Surveillance: Reports in the foreign media have claimed that regulations
introduced in January 2002 are the most intrusive so far for requiring ISPs and
ICPs to screen e-mails. 29 However, it should be noted that the wording of the
passages quoted above could also be interpreted as implying that providers are not
allowed to screen the non-public communications of their customers, such as email.

6. Judicial liability: Providers of electronic information services have to notify their
users or customers of the legal responsibilities that apply when posting and
uploading information or contributions.30 For the published contents, final
responsibility rests with the respective author.31 This is in contrast to Singapore,
where it is ICPs that are made liable for all contents published within their business
sphere.32 The service providers can be held liable in China, though, if they operate
without the required business licenses, fail to meet their obligations with respect to
the storage of data and notification of the authorities,33 and also if they fail to
protect personal data by passing them on without the prior consent of the
respective user (although there are many exceptions to this stipulated by law, of
course).

7. Penalties: With respect to ISPs and ICPs the regulations provide for reprimand,
rectification and fines, and even for the closure of Websites in serious cases. If, for
example, the licence number is not visible on a Website, a fine of RMB 5,00050,000 can be imposed. If the obligation to delete contents violating the regulations
and to notify the authorities of the violation is not met, the penalty can be
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revocation of the business licence.34 As for the penal consequences of violations by
ISPs, ICPs and individual users, the regulations refer to the ‘relevant laws’.35

In sum, we can see that this raft of recent regulations constitutes an effort by the
Chinese government to make a more pro-active Internet policy and to provide itself
with better instruments for influencing activities in cyberspace. This comprises not
only content restrictions on the ‘ideological’ level, but also administrative and
economic requirements which strengthen the official media as well as consolidating
the advantages of bigger and financially well-equipped Internet enterprises.36 Through
these measures, and by offering more contents through projects like ‘government
online’, the party and the government hope to be able to actively set the agenda for
the Internet in China.

INFLUENCING NORMS OF BEHAVIOUR

When looking at the measures taken to enforce regulations by the Chinese state in the
realm of the Internet, the number of ‘political’ cases (as against cases such as
breaking into banking networks) with penal consequences has been rather modest so
far, with between ten and twenty people arrested and sued as of mid-2001.37 The first
of these to be made public was the case of Shanghai businessman Lin Hai, who in
early 1998 sold 30,000 e-mail addresses in China to a New York-based organisation
that distributes the pro-democratic newsletter VIP Reference (Dacankao) via e-mail in
China. The involuntary recipients of this service included some high-ranking party
officials. Lin, who claimed that his actions were strictly profit-driven, received a twoyear sentence, but was released early.38 Another high-profile case was that of Huang
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Qi, who established the Website ‘www.6-4tianwang.com’ for relatives of missing
persons, for which he had even received official praise after clearing up some cases of
abduction. However, when contributions to the site began to commemorate the events
that occurred in Tiananmen Square on 3-4 June 1989, the authorities closed down the
Website and arrested Huang, who was accused of attempting ‘to subvert the
government and destroy national unity’.39 Other known cases include that of a teacher
in Nanchong who owned an Internet café and was arrested in August 2000 in relation
to BBS-contributions criticising the Communist Party.40 The organisers of the
officially closed Website of the ‘New Culture Forum’ (www.xinwenming.net) were
reportedly being sought by the authorities in the autumn of 2000.41

The Falungong spiritual movement has become the most prominent example
illustrating the subversive potential of using the Internet from the perspective of the
Chinese government. It has been claimed that electronic means of communication like
e-mail played a central role when its members secretly planned and organised a mass
demonstration in April 1999, right in front of the CCP’s headquarters at Zhongnanhai,
Beijing, which seems to have caught the Chinese leadership completely by surprise.
The group, whose spiritual leader lives in the United States, certainly propagates its
ideas on a number of Websites outside China. When the movement was declared
illegal after the demonstration in Beijing, a fairly orthodox campaign to criticise it
was accompanied by the transformation of cyberspace into something of an electronic
battlefield as the authorities sought to paralyse servers housing the group’s Websites
through measures such as ‘email bombs’, flooding them with large amounts of
meaningless data. Access from China to the IP addresses of the group’s Websites in
the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom was also blocked.42 In fact, the
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majority of charges for ‘political’ offences in cyberspace might well be in relation to
Falungong. For example, several students of Beijing’s Qinghua University were
reportedly charged in 2000 and 2001 and sentenced to long jail terms for posting
articles criticising government policy with respect to Falungong and for downloading
and distributing material related to the movement.43

In general, this kind of censorship can be divided into proactive and reactive
measures. The blocking of Websites is an obvious case of proactive censorship, and is
applied mainly for Websites operated by foreign news services like CNN, the BBC or
international human rights organisations. Judging from available reports, such
blocking seems to be rather erratic and unsystematic. The New York Times, for
example, was blocked until it published a lengthy interview with President Jiang
Zemin.44 It is sometimes possible to access the International Herald Tribune, the Far
Eastern Economic Review and even Human Rights in China, but not always.45 Blocks
are sometimes temporarily lifted on special occasions. One such event was the
October 2001 APEC summit in Shanghai, when foreign media sites were unblocked
during a phase of (nearly) ‘total digital freedom’.46 It should also be noted that certain
IP addresses have become unreachable at times due to bottlenecks in international
data traffic. While bandwidth capacity has been enormously expanded during recent
years, the number of Internet users in China has grown even faster.47

The phenomenon of Internet cafés also poses a problem for state control as they have
become increasingly popular, especially in China’s cities. During the sessions of the
National People’s Congress and the Chinese People’s Political Consultative
Conference in Spring 2001, some delegates motioned for closing down all of these,
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arguing that they are harmful for children and young people. The discussion centred
mainly on the ‘online poisons’ of pornographic material and online gambling.48
Internet cafés have been raided several times by security forces, with crackdowns
aimed at identifying places that are operating without a proper business license on the
one hand, and at stopping access to ‘unhealthy’ Websites on the other, especially for
the young.

In this respect, it should be noted that Internet cafés are not only required to apply for
a business licence and register with the local Public Security Bureau, but also to hire
appropriate personnel to monitor the activities of users, who themselves are supposed
to show an ID and register their details.49 Following a decree from the State Council
for a ‘cleansing’ campaign of Internet cafés between April and June 2001,50 it was
reported that some 8,014 institutions were closed, with about 2,000 of them
permanently shut down and 6,000 temporarily undergoing ‘rectification’. All in all,
56,800 Internet cafés were inspected on a national scale.51 According to new rules
issued in May 2001, Internet cafés are now required to keep a minimum distance of
200 metres from government offices, army units and party organisations, as well as
from primary and middle schools.52

Surveillance of the activities of ISPs has also begun to be more systematic. In March
2001, reports began to appear on sample checks conducted among four large ISPs in
Shanghai to see if their customers held the necessary licences for their Internet
presence. The result of the survey was declared to be satisfactory, with between 80
and 95 per cent of the Internet services registered as required.53 The ability of the state
to carry out such exercises is steadily being increased by beefing up the relevant
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personnel required to meet the challenges of the digital age. This includes the creation
of special police units, which first appeared in Anhui province in August 2000, and
have since spread to other regions and cities. These forces are charged with the central
tasks of fighting cyber crime, ensuring IT security through work such as providing
information and consultancy on computer viruses, and ‘keeping order’ in
cyberspace.54

The physical ability of the state to surveil and punish is not necessarily the most
important factor when it comes to maintaining ‘security’ in the realm of information
technology, however. As Winkel points out, the concept of security in this field must
be understood in terms of the ‘objective security’ that is derived from the reliability of
social and technical functions, and the ‘subjective security’ that arises from the state
of consciousness that is determined by individual perception and social
communication. This becomes crucial in relation to the use of the Internet for political
dissent, when we realise that ‘The development of trust in a technology is a
precondition for its acceptance, that is, for its being embraced and used by the people
concerned’.55

The issue of trust may not be such a salient concern in liberal-democratic societies,
where the monitoring activities of non-state actors are less likely to be associated with
state intervention or coercive measures in the minds of users, and therefore ignite little
protest. Most Internet users in the United States or Europe have probably never given
much serious thought to the kinds of technological capacities for storing user data and
carrying out surveillance that are available. They most likely do not care too much so
long as there exists a significant degree of ‘trust capital’ in the operation of modern
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information technologies. Even if the individual user does wonder about what
happens to the electronic traces he or she might leave in cyberspace, one would
normally assume that these traces will not have any legal, let alone penal,
consequences.

In an authoritarian state, where citizens have lived with censorship for decades, the
issue might present itself in a different light. Doubts with respect to ‘availability’, but
even more so with respect to the ‘confidentiality’ of electronic information, would
suggest a lack of ‘trust capital’ and a good amount of insecurity concerning the
capacities of the state (and its helpers) to watch what is going on in cyberspace. Just
as in the Panopticon cited by Boyle and Foucault, the perception that one just might
be under observation is likely to be more important in ensuring conformity with the
rules of behaviour than whether one is actually being observed at any specific point in
time. Such a vision could explain why the majority of censorship measures in Chinese
cyberspace are in fact rather limited. Police forces and courts only need to become
active sporadically if high-profile arrests and sentences can be made to constitute an
effective deterrence by demonstrating the risks associated with dissident behaviour.
The trick for the state is thus to nurture an attitude of ‘voluntary’ self-control and selfcensorship among users, a ‘firewall within one’s head’ as the People’s Daily puts it.56
The regulations need not necessarily be enforced in a strict sense to achieve this. In
fact, it may actually be to the benefit of the state to leave a degree of vagueness in the
terminology it uses, interpreting regulations in as loose or as strict a sense as is
necessary to ensure that users and providers will always err on the side of caution
when it comes to assessing the risks of dissent. For example, practically any kind of
information can be declared to be a ‘state secret’ in China, even seemingly harmless
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statistical data on the last grain harvest.57 In this way, laws become a mere supplement
to much more subtle means of psychological control.

THE ROLE OF THE MARKET

Another factor that plays a crucial role for exerting control over the Internet is the
emerging alliance between the state on the one hand, and the official media, stateowned enterprises and financially strong investors on the other. Qiu describes the
emerging relationship well when he explains how China’s Internet industry has
become characterized by the rapid formation of an authoritarian-capitalist coalition
that has seized the central spot that used to belong to small-to-medium sized
enterprises. The new arrivals are not only strengthened by traditional media
conglomerates that serve as the mouthpiece of the party-state, but also by the close
networking that takes place between wealthy investors and powerful political figures
from both inside and outside the country that has developed in the context of
commercialization without political democratization.58

The support of the state for the official media and large enterprises like Legend
Computers in the IT sector, in addition to legal requirements that are imposed with
respect to finances and personnel, leads to the marginalisation of smaller providers.
Moreover, Internet firms that do not want to endanger their market position are well
advised to play by the rules set by the state. Managers of Internet portals have thus
expressed no surprise over the raft of regulations that were introduced in 2000, with
one operator explaining the bottom line as being that, ‘[T]he new regulations don’t
make anyone happy, but they’re completely expected and in line with other Chinese
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government policies. Anyone who was not already in de facto adherence with the
policies was being very naïve’.59 In fact, Internet providers had hurried to comply
with draft versions of the regulations before they even came into force, revealing how
they have to walk a tightrope between the interests of their customers and the
demands of the state when operating in China. As an American representative of the
Chinese-language portal Sina.com puts it, ‘We are playing that role, to let people talk
about sensitive issues but also to help the government manage the flow of ideas’.60
Due to the vague wording of the regulations and their incoherent or arbitrary
enforcement, Internet providers have to err on the side of caution when trying to
decide what the authorities are prepared to tolerate.

This situation means that ICPs offering BBS services or chat rooms have to use the
whole array of methods described by Boyle to indulge in self-censorship. Filter
software that can block access to a certain Website or sound the alarm if it contains
the word ‘nipple’ or one of its synonyms can also be programmed to do the same for
the name of Taiwan’s President or the word ‘Falungong’. Such is the nature of
‘neutral’ technology, much of which is supplied by Western firms eager to supply the
Chinese market with software and technology. Among others, Cisco Systems, Sun
Microsystems, Nortel Networks (Canada), Dupont, and Daniel Data Systems (Israel)
are known to have displayed their products at the trade fair ‘Security China 2000’,
organised with the cooperation of the Ministry of Public Security. The advanced
firewall software and other technical solutions offered by such firms is not only useful
for protecting police networks from hacker attacks, but also for screening millions of
electronic messages for key words. In fact, the focal point of the fair was a
government project called ‘Golden Shield’61 that aims to safeguard the security of
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computer networks and fight cyber-crime by connecting together the databases and
surveillance systems of national and local police stations. It is ironic, therefore, that
while the Western media frequently criticise China for obstructing the development of
the Internet, it is Western firms that are supplying the technological means which
enable China to carry out surveillance. In the meantime, Chinese companies have also
started to develop special monitoring and filter software for themselves.62 Early in
2001, for example, the Ministry of Public Security introduced an ‘Internet Police 110’
software package to be supplied in various versions for schools, individuals and
Internet cafés that is supposed to filter out ‘unhealthy’ information, including not just
violence and pornography but also anything positive about the Falungong or Tibetan
exile and human rights groups.63

ISPs and ICPs employ special personnel, or ‘big mamas’, to look closely at the
postings and contributions that filter software identifies as suspicious, in order to
either delete them or clear them as being appropriate for the Internet. The personal
decisions of Webmasters are thus a key element among the series of factors deciding
on what gets onto the Internet and stays there.64 One important form of ‘punishment’
for those who break the rules is simply to be eliminated from the Net, with no
explanation necessary. Webmasters and system administrators can, moreover, criticise
or reprimand authors for posting controversial contributions. If an author repeats his
behaviour, then his IP address or registered name can be permanently blocked,
amounting to the termination of their virtual existence.65 While such punishments can
be meted out in cyberspace, additional deterrence credibility is gained from the
possibility of harsher ‘real-world’ sanctions in cases of what are considered to be
grave violations.
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The Internet branches of the important official media probably enjoy more freedom
than Internet portals whose position is politically uncertain when it comes to deciding
on the borders of what is allowed precisely because their censors know what the
government line is. This goes some way to explaining why a particularly popular
forum for debate is the Strong State Forum (Qiang guo luntan) on the People’s Daily
Website.66 While BBS s and the chat rooms of university networks or Internet portals
seem to be closed down as a precaution when a sensitive anniversary such as 4th June,
the date of the Tiananmen Massacre, or when a new event triggers a fierce online
debate, this has not so far happened to the Strong State Forum. An explosion at a
school in Jiangxi province, for example, led to an intense discussion in cyberspace,
with many postings calling into question the official government version of the
incident, which blamed it on the actions of a lunatic. When too many comments with
critical undertones appeared on Sina.com’s online discussion forum, however, it was
temporarily shut down.67 Another method reported to have been used to stifle debate
is to reduce data transfer speed before sensitive dates approach,68 although this has the
drawback of affecting state-run Websites as well.

Topics banned from public discussion include the Tiananmen Square events of June
1989, the Falungong movement and any explicit criticism of China’s leaders. As for
current events like scandals concerning official corruption, decisions are made on a
case-by-case basis.69 That there seems to be more toleration for comments on
international incidents than on domestic affairs indicates that the Internet provides a
welcome and officially tolerated outlet for nationalistic sentiments,70 as long as the
postings are not directed against the Chinese government and do not challenge state
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policies. The collision of the American EP-3 reconnaissance plane and a Chinese F-8
fighter off the Chinese coast in April 2001, for example, triggered a deluge of
commentaries and personal statements in Chinese cyberspace. The overwhelming
majority of these postings expressed a clear-cut anti-American attitude and most of
them supported the position of the Chinese government. Within this context, one
online comment pointed out that censorship measures were responsible for this nearly
complete uniformity of opinions on the Net.71 One analysis of postings made during
this incident seems to corroborate the impression of uniformity, but also notes that a
few critical contributions did appear, especially on the popular Chinese Internet
portals Netease.com and Sina.com.72

As was to be expected, the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 in the United States
sparked a hot debate in China as well. In the days directly following the attacks, the
majority of the postings on Strong State Forum, despite deploring the death of so
many people, expressed the view that these attacks were the logical result of the
unilateral and ‘hegemonistic’ policy of the United States and that terrorism was
nothing but the reverse side of hegemony and power politics. Others argued that the
terrorist attacks were the outcome of a type of globalisation that, under the leadership
of the United States, had widened the gap between rich and poor in the world.73 That
appeals for people to refrain from downright anti-American postings began to appear
after a few days should be understood in the context of the Chinese leadership’s
decision to interpret the formation of the United States-led anti-terrorist coalition as
an opportunity to improve Sino-American relations, making a wave of anti-American
sentiment within the population less desirable than before.
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COUNTER STRATEGIES

It would be unrealistic to claim that the array of methods used by the state to ensure
its control over the Internet provide a watertight system, when spaces for the
development of counter strategies certainly do exist. For example, it is common in
China for regulations to be only loosely enforced. Some Internet cafés also operate
without the required business licenses, making them less likely to insist on the proper
identification and registration of their customers. Moreover, Internet users can and do
find ways to outsmart government blockades and restrictions through methods such as
using proxy-servers outside China to access banned addresses.74 Lists of the IP
addresses of proxy-servers are reportedly distributed among Internet users in China,
sometimes via e-mail. Members of the Falungong movement are also supposed to
have learned how to circumvent blockades and protect their electronic communication
using encryption programmes.75 There has been at least one occasion on which
commercial interests appear to have weakened the hold of the state, when the
government tried to gain control over the usage of encryption by passing a new
regulation in December 1999. Strong objections from Western firms like Microsoft
led to the measure being considerably watered down.76

However, the state has so far also proved resourceful in its attempts to close such
gaps. The IP addresses of proxy-servers can themselves be blocked, for example.
Security agencies are even said to circulate false IP-addresses for such servers, so that
attempts to get round blockades might end up being routed directly to the Public
Security Bureau.77 Moreover, the international priority given to strengthening
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surveillance of the Internet following 11 September does not seem to be encouraging
such challenges to state control by foreign commercial actors. This point is well
illustrated by the case of SafeWeb, a United States-based software company that
developed ‘Triangle Boy’, a method for maintaining anonymity in cyberspace. In
August 2001, it was reported that International Broadcasting Bureau, the parent
company of Voice of America, had entered into negotiations with SafeWeb to finance
a project to undermine China’s efforts to censor the Internet. 78 Soon after 11
September, this venture ran into problems as the atmosphere in the United States
became far more sympathetic to efforts to strengthen online surveillance, although
SafeWeb is reported to be keeping its services for Voice of America going on a trial
basis.79

An additional advantage for the state is that a certain level of technical knowledge and
sophistication is necessary for employing the methods of circumvention described
above, and even users with the requisite expertise have to ask themselves whether
they are willing to take the risk involved in actually using such skills. According to
official statistics, the vast majority of Internet users are young male urban citizens
with more than average education and more than average income.80 Their main
motives for accessing the Internet are to gather information, access educational
services and for entertainment. Although surveys on Internet usage in China that have
been conducted since 1997 used to reveal that lack of Chinese-language information
on the Internet was one of the most frequently mentioned complaints, this problem
has now gone down in importance, not least due to state-sponsored initiatives such as
‘government online’ and the development of a significant Web presence for the
‘traditional’ state media. This expansion and improvement of information and
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entertainment offered in the Chinese language, largely provided on the Internet by
organisations with strong links to the state, clearly reduces the need to look for
alternative sources and activities in cyberspace. 81

It remains far from clear just how interested the average Chinese Internet user is in
accessing information and activities that could be deemed politically subversive, with
empirical evidence still very sketchy. At least two surveys have been conducted on
opinions in urban areas,82 but many more in-depth analyses will be necessary to get a
clearer picture of online behaviour in China and of how the different forms of
electronic communication are used and how this relates to the off-line world.
Statements made by young people and students suggest that they see accessing
blocked sites as a kind of game, with politics not being their core interest.83 A strong
enough motivation to seriously risk not only one’s ‘virtual’ existence, but also one’s
real existence, by engaging in dissenting activities on the Internet can only be readily
assumed for groups like the Falungong, which operate outside the law anyway. There
is thus a real danger that the impression generated by the Western media of Chinese
cyberspace as the stage for a battle between a repressive state and Internet users
ceaselessly posting and hunting for politically subversive information restricts our
perspective to a very small and possibly insignificant aspect of the overall situation.
The majority of observers who have followed and analysed the development of the
Internet in China in more depth do not support the picture of a state rendered
powerless over an uncontrollable Internet, but tend to conclude that the authorities are
able to exert their control over online users as much by simple intimidation as by
sophisticated electronic surveillance or by blocking direct access to politically suspect
foreign Websites.84
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IS RESISTANCE FUTILE?

In light of the above evidence, it is safest to conclude that while the Internet in China
cannot be protected from every form of subversive usage by insurmountable ‘digital
fences’, state control and censorship have not simply evaporated either. Instead, the
state is meeting the challenges of the digital age by combining the kinds of factors of
control elaborated on by writers like Lessig and Boyle. This involves a complex
interplay between the state and the key commercial actors in the sector, namely ISPs,
ICPs and the official media, most of which are partly or wholly owned by the state
anyway. By practising self-censorship and executing the duties of surveillance and
supervision assigned to them by the state, such actors partially relieve it of the task of
control and censorship. All this becomes possible through the technological
embedding of control in the architecture of the Internet itself, which is nothing
specific to China, but mainly the result of the commercialisation of the Internet
worldwide. The introduction of regulations is only really necessary to complement
this strategy by increasing the deterrence effect of feeling that one’s actions just might
be under observation and by making examples of high profile cases in the courts.
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This does not mean that the Internet is politically irrelevant, just that it is not likely to
be the cause of significant social change. Instead, the freedom of expression in China
has expanded considerably since the end of the late 1970s due to the overall policy of
‘reform and opening’ initiated by Deng Xiaoping, despite intermittent phases of
contraction.85 Thus, what can be said of the Internet can be said of other media in
China as well, namely that the limits of toleration are constantly being tested and renegotiated. The common practice of conducting activities under the cloak of
pseudonyms in Chinese cyberspace and the relative weakness of ‘virtual’ sanctions
might still make the Internet more of a catalyst of social change than other media, but
it is most likely to play a significant role if a social or political movement emerges in
the non-virtual world. It is then that, along with fax machines, mobile phones, and
mails via mobile phones, the Internet’s ability to distribute news and facilitate
organisation could play a decisive role. However, there is little reason to believe in the
kind of technological determinism that postulates that the Internet could trigger a
democratic or other mass movement in China by itself. The Internet might ignore
territorial boundaries or surmount them without much effort (although even this has
begun to change), but this does not mean that it exists in a social and political
vacuum, detached and independent of its environment.86
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